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I hereby certify that:
1. To the best of my knowledge, the information contained in this application is correct,
and the school board of the district named above has authorized me as its representative
to submit this application.
2. The District has submitted to the New Hampshire Department of Education (NHDOE) a
General Assurances signature page for the current year.
3. The District has consulted with the appropriate non-public schools during the design and
development of this Ed Tech project prior to all decisions that affect the opportunities of
private school children to participate in the program.
4. All funding for this project will be obligated and reported no later than the quarterly
report ending 6/30/2012 and expended and reported no later than quarterly report
ending 9/30/2012.
5. The grant funds expended will supplement, not supplant, funds from non-federal
sources.
6. The District will keep records and provide information to the NHDOE as may be required
for program evaluation, consistent with responsibilities under NCLB Title II-D as outlined
within the Grant Application Guidance (e.g., annual tech survey, case study report).
7. The schools to be funded by this program are compliant with the Children’s Internet
Protection Act (CIPA) because the district employs a filtering mechanism for student
access or because Ed Tech funds referenced in this application will NOT be used to
purchase computers used to access the Internet or pay for direct costs associated with
accessing the Internet.
Superintendents: When you submit your final grant application in the online grants
management system, you will be certifying the above assurances.

Application Form for Classroom Tech Mini-Grant
Applicant:

Criteria

Marianthe Ingalls, Karin Sheehan, Caitlin Wright

Applicants: Criteria used to review each grant application are listed in the
left column. Please do not delete the criteria column. By using this right
column to describe how your project proposes to meet the criteria, you
can increase the likelihood that you won’t leave out important information.
There is no page limit, but please be as clear and concise as possible.

Project Abstract (10 points)
A clear and concise abstract (100-150 word
limit) outlines the mini grant project and
overall goals, along with the process for
implementing it in the classroom.
1. Describes the project, including
grade level(s) and content
area(s), indicates how this project
fits into school/district curriculum,
indicates process for
implementation and assessment,
as well as how it would advance
the achievement of students.
2. Abstract includes an essential
question, connected to the state
frameworks, which probes for
deeper meaning and broader
understanding of the framework
content addressed by this project,
fostering the development of
higher order thinking and problem
solving.

Using the Language Arts curriculum, teachers in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades of the
Charlestown Middle School will help students explore social injustices. This project will decipher
between apathy and empathy, leading students to question the social injustices within their
community. Exploration of these issues will be implemented with interactive technologies and
will incorporate both the reading and writing curriculums. Students will think critically as they
analyze their environment in order to create change. A culminating presentation incorporating
multiple technologies will demonstrate student learning.

The essential question addressed in this project is how can we use lessons of the past and
present to empower students to change their future? This question will be explored through the
state frameworks for reading and writing along with the integration of technologies. Students
will be asked to take a critical look at the world around them and identify how they can affect
positive change.
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Project Description (50 points)
Describes project in general terms
and indicates whether it is a
replicated project or an original
project. Projects which can
directly impact more than one
classroom are preferred.
If project is replicated, proposal
describes the intended changes
to the project idea and how
they will improve the project in
order to be appropriate for the
situation. Includes specific goals
and objectives that relate to the
essential question, and explains
how those goals will be
achieved by the project.
Include a rationale for any
changes made to the original
project.
If your project is original, proposal
describes how the project is
appropriate for current situation.
Includes specific goals and
objectives that relate to the
essential question, and explain
how those goals will be
achieved by the project.

It is appropriate for current situation for multiple reasons. With bullying and
harassment issues on the rise, we feel the timing is very relevant. Students use
words without truly understanding the weight of their words or the effect they will
have on others. Through this project, students will make a connection between the
social injustices within their community and world and their own actions. Our
project also supports the state’s new bullying law by informing students about
social injustices, giving them an understanding of what it means to see from
another’s perspective, and guiding them to find ways to stand up for themselves or
others around them. We see students who become apathetic to the world around
them because they do not interact with it; instead, they hide behind masks of
social networking, text messaging, video gaming, etc. At this age, students are still
learning what it means to be human. Without addressing these issues within the
classroom, students will lose touch with what it means to be human.
Goal 1: To define and document overall social injustices.
1A) Students will utilize digital cameras and flip cameras to document social injustices in our
school.
1B) Students will utilize the Internet and other media to document social injustices in the world.

Reading Standards addressed:

R:LT:(6/7/8):1.1: Identify or describe character(s), setting, problem/solution, or plot, as
appropriate to text; or identifying any significant changes in character or setting over time.
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.1: Explain or support logical predications (e.g. provide evidence from text to
explain why something is likely to happen next).
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.2: Describe character’s traits motivation, or interactions, citing thoughts,
words or actions that reveal characters’ traits, motivations or their changes over time.
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.3: Make inferences about cause/effect external conflicts (e.g. person versus
person, person versus nature/society/fate), or the relationship among elements within text (e.g.
how the historical era influences the characters’ actions or thinking.
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.4: Explain how the narrator’s point of view affects the reader’s interpretation.

Writing Standards addressed:

W:SL:(6/7/8):1.1: Use varied sentence length and structure to enhance meaning.
W:SL:(6/7/8):1.2: Use the paragraph form, including indenting, main idea.
W:SL:(6/7/8):1.3: Recognize organizational structures within paragraphs or within texts.
Examples of text structures: description, sequence, chronology, proposition/support,
compare/contrast, problem / solution.
W:SL:(6/7/8):1.4: Apply a type of writing (format and text structure) appropriate to the
purpose of the writing.
W:RC:(6/7/8):1.1: Select appropriate information and summarize key ideas to set context.
W:RC:(6/7/8):1.3: Connect what has been read (plot/ideas/concepts) to prior knowledge,
other texts, or the broader world of ideas, by referring to and explaining relevant ideas.
W:RC:(6/7/8):2.1: State and maintain a purpose, judgment, or point of view when
responding to a question.
W:RC:(6/7/8):2.2: Make inferences about the relationship(s) among content, events,
characters, setting, theme, bias, or point of view.
W:RC:(6/7/8):2.3: Use specific details and references to text or relevant citations to support
focus or judgment.
W:RC: (6/7/8):2.4: Organize ideas, using transitional words/phrases and writing a conclusion
that provides closure.

ICT Standards addressed:

Creativity and Innovation: Students use technology to demonstrate creative thinking and

develop new products. Examples include students expressing themselves, exploring systems
using models and simulations or identifying trends.
Communication and Collaboration: Students use technology to collaborate and
communicate with others locally and globally.
Research and Information Fluency: Students apply technology to gather, evaluate, and use
information. Examples include search engines, online databases, surveys, or RSS feeds.
Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making: Students use technology and
critical thinking skills to identify problems, create methods of investigation, collect data, and
make informed decisions based on findings.
Digital Citizenship: Students understand cultural and societal issues related to technology
and practice legal and ethical use.
Goal 2: To teach students the difference between apathy and empathy.
2A) Students will explore the definitions of apathy and empathy through literature, writing and
writing samples, photographs, and video.

Reading Standards addressed:

R:V:6.1: Students identify the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary by using strategies to unlock
meaning (e.g., knowledge of word structure, including prefixes/suffixes and base words; or
context clues; or other resources, such as dictionaries, glossaries, thesaurus; or prior
NCLB Title II-D Competitive Grantsknowledge).
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R:V:6/7/8:3.1: Identify synonyms, antonyms, homonyms/homophones, or shade of meaning.
R:V:6/7/8:3.2: Select appropriate words or explain the use of words in context, including

1. Proposal generally discusses
how implementing this project
will improve technology
integration within classrooms
and in the core content areas.
Indicates the need for
technology integration in school
or district. Describes the
determination of need for this
project and includes one or
more examples of data that
support the rationale of need for
the project, such as NECAP
assessment or other data. This
explains to the reviewer why the
project is worthy of funding as it
relates to student achievement.
2. Project is focused on one or
more content areas, with the
proposal indicating which
content area and associated
standards are the main focus.
Proposal indicates how the
project will address ICT literacy
skills without focusing solely on
the acquisition of ICT literacy
skills devoid of core content
learning.

Very seldom is technology used in the language arts classrooms at Charlestown Middle School.
This is for various reasons, the most pertinent being that the language arts classrooms are
equipped with only two classroom computers and very recently an LCD projector. With very
little technology available to us all the time, it is difficult to get enthusiastic about incorporating
it into our curricula. We have access to a mobile laptop lab and a standing computer lab.
Additionally, there is a SMARTboard available, but with limited access and even more limited
training sessions, it is nearly impossible to rely on using technology. This project will enhance
our students’ ability to think critically, problem solve, and reflect on their own learning. It will
provide teachers with the opportunity to learn how to utilize the equipment properly. The team
is excited about the ability to integrate technology into the classroom during each period of the
day and the depth of learning available to us with our increased knowledge of how to use it.
Charlestown Middle School uses MAP assessments three times per year. Our most recent MAP
results showed that some students’ scores dropped in the area of reading. We believe that
critical thinking, increased exposure to interpretation of text, and ability to bring learning into
the twenty-first century through the use of technology, will increase the students’ interest levels
and motivate them to be able to achieve growth for the next MAP data gathering period in May.
Our project will be carried out in sixth, seventh, and eighth grade language arts classes at
Charlestown Middle School. This project will focus on both reading and writing curriculums. Goal
1 will address standards involving Literary Texts, Structures of Writing, and Reading Connection.
Goal 2 addresses Vocabulary Development. Goal 3 addresses the use of Informational Texts,
Structures of Language, Reading Connection, and Oral Communication.
This project addresses the following ICT standards: Creativity and Innovation; Communication
and Collaboration; Research and Information Fluency; Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and
Decision Making; Digital Citizenship; and Technology Operations and Concepts. Students will be
using Creativity and Innovation as they document social injustices in school, explore and create
their definitions of apathy and empathy, identify ways to act on social injustices, and in creating
their visual presentation. Communication and Collaboration will be addressed through the
documentation of social injustices, as they create their working definitions for apathy and
empathy, by using local and global resources to identify ways to act on social injustices, and
when creating their visual presentations.
The third ICT standard, Research and Information Fluency, will be addressed as students utilize
the Internet to find examples of social injustices and as they seek information about their
chosen social injustice. Students will also think critically, problem-solve, and make decisions
throughout the project. Specifically, this standard is being applied as they document social
injustices, as they utilize the Internet to find examples of social injustices, as they create their
working definitions of apathy and empathy, as they interact with local and global resources to
identify ways to act on social injustices, and as they create their culminating presentations.
Both Digital Citizenship and Technology Operations and Concepts are addressed under goals 1
and 3. As students utilize the Internet and other media to document social injustices in the
world and as they use local and global resources to identify ways to act on social injustices,
they must keep Digital Citizenship in mind. This also applies as they are creating the culminating
project. The visual presentation also requires the final ICT standard, Technology Operations and
Concepts.
Besides reading, writing, and ICT standards, this project also incorporates New Media
Literacies. As students encounter the different components and activities within our project,
they will be applying and practicing the competencies and skills needed in “our new media
landscape.” The New Media Literacies that apply to our project are as follows: Play,
Performance, Distributed Cognition, Collective Intelligence, Judgment, Negotiation, Visualization,
Simulation, Appropriation, Transmedia Navigation, Networking, and Multitasking.
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3. Proposal describes in detail the
project based learning unit(s)
that will encompass the project,
and project features support
acquisition of digital and media
literacy skills. Project based
learning (or problem based
learning) with a constructivist
approach and essential
questions are the heart of these
projects. Team projects must
show evidence that these
pedagogies are clearly
understood and applied.

Our project is based on three major goals. Each of these three goals is supported by specific
objectives. Those objectives then are supported by specific learning activities. Each goal,
objective(s), and learning activity is listed below. The project spans three grade levels, so
differentiation occurs in the materials read, the expectations of projects created, and the
manner in which the information is presented to the students.
Goal I. To define and show social injustices in the world we live in both globally
and locally.
A. Students will document social injustices in their school (NML addressed:

Play, Performance, Distributed Cognition, Collective Intelligence, Judgment,
Negotiation, and Visualization.)
1. Students will identify a social injustice occurring in their
school.
2. Students will write a summary of the injustice they have
identified.
B. Students will utilize the Internet and other media to document social
injustices in the world. (NML addressed: Play, Performance, Simulation,

Appropriation, Distributed Cognition, Collective Intelligence, Judgment,
Transmedia Navigation, and Negotiation.)

1. Students will utilize an Internet resource list provided to find
examples of social injustices that are occurring globally.
2. Students will read speeches, short stories, novels, literary
sketches, articles, and view movies about social injustices of the
past.
3. Students will complete a comparison between social injustices
of the past and present and comment upon the differences and
similarities.

Goal II. To explain/teach the difference between apathy and empathy.
A. Students will explore the definitions of apathy and empathy through the use of
literature, photographs, and video. (NML addressed: Play, Performance, Simulation,

Appropriation, Distributed Cognition, Collective Intelligence, Judgment, Transmedia
Navigation, Negotiation, and Visualization.)

1. Students will find the definitions of apathy and empathy in the
dictionary.
2. Students will identify acts of apathy and empathy in poetry, short
stories, plays, and non-fictional articles.
3. Students will utilize the interactive whiteboard to create a working
definition of these words both with words, photos, and video.
4. Students will complete an “exit exam” using the electronic assessment
system to show their knowledge of the definitions of apathy and empathy.
(At this point those students who have not yet learned the definitions will
be identified and provided extra help with the definitions.)

Goal III. To explore ways to act on social injustices.
A. Using local and global community resources, students will identify ways to act on
social injustices. (NML addressed: Play, Performance, Simulation, Appropriation,

Distributed Cognition, Collective Intelligence, Judgment, Transmedia Navigation,
Networking, Negotiation, and Visualization.)

1. Students will participate in conversations with professionals from the
area who help to correct some form of social injustice.
2. Students will choose a social injustice they are passionate about and
seek out information either through local professionals or
national/international resources.
3. Students will create a definition of their social injustice, a list of ways
their social injustice could be acted upon, and a list of local/global
resources available to those afflicted with the social injustice.
B. Using interactive technologies (interactive whiteboards, document cameras, LCD
projectors, digital photography, and video) and writing samples students will share
their insights of social injustices and how they can, “Be the change [they] wish to see
in the world.” (NML addressed: Play, Performance, Multitasking, Distributed

Cognition, Collective Intelligence, Judgment, Transmedia Navigation, Negotiation, and
Visualization.)
1. Students will create a visual representation of their social injustice using
digital photos and video.
2. Students will create a reflective essay of their new insights into social
injustice and how they can, “Be the change [they] wish to see in the
world.”
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4. Proposal identifies and explains
at least three specific learning
goals the team needs to address
in its professional development
activities and how the proposed
professional development will
address these.

Team members will meet three personal learning goals associated with the technology
integration this grant will provide:
1. Team members will become proficient in operating the devices the grant
addresses.
2. Team members will become proficient at integrating student captured evidence
into lessons.
3. Team members will become proficient at instructing students in how to integrate
multimedia into their own presentations.
To accomplish these goals, the following training goals are necessary.
1. Mimio and Mimio studio software training.
2. Video editing and creation in iMovie.
3. Using the document camera/MimioTeach to effectively capture and create
meaningful multimedia presentations.
4. Training in successful integration of multimedia into lessons.
5. Training in how to utilize the MimioVote assessment tool.

5. Proposal indicates that support
has been obtained from the
superintendent AND the
principal, preferably by attaching
letters of support within the
grant application pages (not as
separate files). Such support
acknowledges that he/she has
read the RFP, understands the
requirements, and will allow the
applying team to fulfill the
requirements, if they are
awarded the grant.
6. Proposal supports schools,
teams, or districts that haven’t
participated in mini-grants
previously or partners with such
entities.
7. Proposal indicates partnerships
which involve NH teacher
preparation program faculty.

The team has letters indicating support from our principal, superintendent, and guidance
counselor, as well as letters of support from our technical support team and student teachers.
They are attached.

8. Proposal indicates thoughtful
inclusion of students with special
needs and uses appropriate
technology to assist those
learners in order to promote the
achievement of all students.
9. Proposal indicates plans for
dissemination of the project to
other schools and districts
throughout the state, including
presentations at 2 or more
venues.

Although a team from Charlestown Middle School has previously participated in a mini-grant,
our new team is entirely dedicated to our goals and project outcomes. It is our feeling that our
project is necessary to conduct with our students because of the positive results it will have on
their lives. Timing for this project could not be better because it coincides with New
Hampshire’s new bullying law.
There are two student teachers at Charlestown Middle School for their spring semesters. Chelsie
Leggett is working in Karin Sheehan’s eighth grade language arts classes, and Josh Shawver is
working within the seventh grade science classes. Chelsie will directly be related to the project
since she will be teaching some of the lessons within our unit to the eighth grade students. It is
our hope to bring Josh into our project in some capacity. We feel it is imperative to give these
young teachers the tools needed to address social injustice issues when they obtain their own
classrooms.
Students with special needs will benefit from this project because they will be able to access the
curriculum through universal design. This concept, originally an architecture standard, has been
applied in our project through the use of computers, interactive whiteboards, document
cameras, electronic assessment, and the capacity of the teacher. In addition to the technology
resources available to all students, any students who struggle with curriculum will be easily
identified and re-taught the information in another mode. In this way, all students will be able
to achieve success.
This unit holds a special place in our hearts. Propelled by our passion for teaching tolerance to
our students and our ability to share this unit with the two other middle schools in our district,
we will be enabled to reach an even broader collection of students. Upon completion of the
plan, we will present our project to both of the other middle schools in the district, benefiting all
of the middle school students of Fall Mountain Regional School District.
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10.

Proposal indicates specific
plans for video production
training as needed and an
outline for the promotional
video that describes the various
stages of design and
implementation of the project.

The outline of our 3-minute video is as follows:
Introduction (Goal 1): A segment of video from the students recordings of social injustices, a
photograph of an essay summarizing those injustices with raised text to show importance, and
several shots of social injustices students chose to look up online.
Middle (Goal 2): Video segment of students working with the interactive whiteboard to create
definitions of apathy and empathy, photos of classroom discussions based around apathy and
empathy, and video/photos of students using the electronic assessment tool to assess their
knowledge of the definitions of apathy and empathy.
End (Goal 3): Video segment of students in classes working on their final projects, photos of
the presentations of those final projects, and finally a video clip of the team reflecting on what
we have completed!
In order for the team to create this three-minute video segment, we will need extensive training
in iMovie. Karin has used this software before, but will still need a broader knowledge base of
how to upload and edit the videos and photos. Another, more specific detail that will need to
be addressed is the raised text. Fortunately we have access to technology professionals in our
building and district who will help to support us in this endeavor

Capacity for Success (35 points)
Describes the capacity of each team
member to achieve meaningful
success at achieving the goals of the
Tech Mini-Grant Program in the
school or district. Clearly articulates
the program and policies in place
that will support success in terms of
professional development, technology
leadership, and how this program
would meet specific achievement
needs of the students.
1. Proposal demonstrates capacity
for success by providing strong
evidence that school/district and
the individual team members are
willing and able to conduct the
scope of work involved in
implementing this project.

2. Proposal describes why
participation in this effort is
appropriate for district and the
capacity the school or district has
that will insure the success of the
project.
3. Proposal describes any structures,
policies, and/or procedures
already in place in school or
district that support the project
and the project-based learning
philosophy.
4. Proposal discusses the abilities
and expertise of the individual
team members with respect to
their ability to collaborate,
organize, schedule, and deliver a
successful project to their
students.

Our team has noticed the need for education regarding social injustices and currently employs
instruments such as text, video, and discussion relating to our curriculum to enhance students’
awareness of social injustices. We feel strongly that, if awarded this grant, the project would
come to fruition. Our team members are dedicated professionals who follow through with
commitments. We also have a passion for the subject area, and would like to see our students
make connections between global social injustices and local injustices. Finally, we are looking
to bring this project up a notch with the use of innovative technology that will make both
teaching and assessment of curricula more accessible to students. The team feels strongly that
in order to utilize this innovative technology we will need training to go along with it.
One social injustice we see is bullying. This could not fit in better with district goals at this
moment because we are looking at the new state bullying law. Our district strives to make sure
that each student is treated with respect, and that each student is responsible for their actions.
This project allows the students to see how their actions can create or reverse social injustices.
Our school mission statement reflects both of these components as well.
The middle school guidance curriculum goes over some social injustices such as bullying,
homelessness, abuse, etc. Our guidance counselor brings in local professionals from area
resources to explain the social injustice, and then to show the students their options should this
be an area of concern for them. Our reading and writing curriculums also lend themselves to
this topic and the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades already have units in place dealing with
social injustices like civil rights, genocide, and bullying. While there are no set policies to deal
with project based learning, our principal accepts and supports all project based learning
experiences as they truly enhance meaning for students.
Although we have varying schedules and teach at different grade levels, the team will commit to
meeting weekly to discuss progress on our project. Each team member has individual assests
that the rest of the team can rely on. Caitlin is our organizer, Marianthe is our curriculum
advisior, and Karin will be our go to troubleshooter with respect to the new technology. The
passion that the team shares for this cause will ensure our motivation to continue to reassess
and refine as we progress with our work.
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5. Proposal indicates team member
and district/administrative support
with respect to:
implementing the project in
classrooms,
supporting the professional
development opportunities
necessary to successfully
participate in the Mini-Grant
program,
participating in required minigrant meetings,
producing the 3 minute
documentary video for
presentation,
preparing the lesson plans and
materials necessary for sharing
with other,
attending the Mini-Grant
celebration day,
presenting the project within the
district and at a regional or state
venue, and
participating in post-project
evaluations for program
improvement.
6. Proposal discusses the Extent of
Impact within the School –
indicates the anticipated number
of staff that will be directly and
indirectly impacted by the
project, as well as the number of
students that will be directly and
indirectly impacted, along with
supporting explanations for
each.
7. Proposal discusses the Extent of
Impact to Other Schools –
Describes how the project will
involve or include outreach to
multiple schools, or multiple
districts, in order to increase the
impact of the project.
Budget (5 points)
Budget contains a narrative and
justification of expenses regarding
equipment, supplies, travel, and
professional development expenses
appropriate to carry out the proposed
project. The total for professional
development is at least 25% of the
total budget requested. Include $100
per team member for each teacher to
attend the spring 2012 celebration
event.

As has been stated several times, the team is very excited and passionate about this project.
Because the topic of social injustices is found within our language arts curriculum, we believe
that this project will be manageable to implement in our classrooms this year and will be
supported by our administrator. We also look forward to learning about the new technology that
we will have access to through this grant. We understand that professional development is
necessary in order to familiarize ourselves with the technology. Without this training, we would
not be able to utilize it properly if at all. For this reason, we fully embrace the opportunity to
learn the skills we will need to operate this new equipment. Our administrator, being a techsavvy lady herself, appreciates this need/desire for professional development and would be
willing to make it happen for our team members. We also look forward to participating in the
three required mini-grant meetings, and our administrator sees the importance of these
meetings as well. One of the most exciting parts of this grant is the opportunity to record the
journey. We love the idea of recording our journey from beginning to end and then compacting
it into a 3-minute tool to teach other educators about our experience. Of course, as part of
educating other professionals, we will share with them our extended lesson plans and materials
we have either created or used to complete this project. As teachers, we are skilled presenters.
We know our presentation will captivate our audiences both locally and at the state level. We
look forward to sharing this information because if we can teach just one child how to act upon
social injustices, we have done our job. We look forward to celebrating this with other
educators in June. Our administrator follows the same train of thought, if just one child can be
reached with this project, it will have been worth the amazing amount of effort we have put
forth and the few days of classes that we will have to miss. Finally, we fully agree that in order
to better this process there must be feedback received. We fully intend to participate in any
post-project evaluations for program improvement.
Staff directly impacted will include project team members. Those indirectly impacted will be the
balance of the CMS staff members. This project will make staff and students in the building
more aware of injustices that often go unseen. Documentation of social injustices within the
building will be noticed and undoubtedly talked about by all. Staff members who are all
currently on board with new anti-bullying laws, will notice that students are becoming aware of
social injustices around them and this collaboration will strengthen dedication in both
populations. In taking on a research project of a social injustice of personal interest, students
will be exposed to resources available to those who are affected by these injustices, in turn
making them more aware of what is going on around them, or in seeking out assistance that
they might need as possible victims of these injustices.
When the middle school students of Charlestown become more aware of the impacts of social
injustice, they will be better equipped to serve as role models to their local and surrounding
communities. The team will be willing to share their findings and experiences with the other two
middle schools in the district and will present their project at the state conference.

Budget is formatted with the
narrative in left column and total
amounts in right column. Within
the narrative, proposal describes
a logical connection to district
goals and shows how costs
were calculated. Proposal
includes $100 per teacher for
attendance at celebration event.
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3 Mimio MimioCapture Ink Recording
System @ $299.00 1 set for
each classroom
3 Mimio Teach Whiteboards $799.00
each
1 Mimio Vote shared between
classrooms to Streamline
student assessment with these
wireless handheld handsets.
3 HoverCam Document Cameras
$200 each
3 Flip Videos for movie student
culminating movie creation and
activities – 1 per classroom @ $149
each

$897.00

$2397.00

$1899.00

$600.00

$447.00

District Electrician will mount and
install all 3 Interactive Boards
Professional Development Activities

$2500.00

$2,500 for mini-grant professional
development provided by SW Center,
Gov Connection and Mimio
Consultants
Teachers will be trained in using
video, movie makers, ongoing
support, Mimio Boards, Mimio
Software, Using the Response
System, Tablet, Flips and Capture
Celebration Event $100.00 per
teacher
Indirect Cost
Total

$300.00
$125.00
$9165.00
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Essential Questions: How can we use lessons of the past to empower students to change their future?
This project is original.
This project has three main goals:
Goal 1: To demonstrate overall social injustices. Wasn’t sure if demonstrate is the right word.
1A) Students will utilize digital cameras and flip cameras to document social injustices in our school.
1B) Students will utilize the Internet and other media to document social injustices in the world.

Reading Standards addressed:

R:LT:(6/7/8):1.1: Identify or describe character(s), setting, problem/solution, or plot, as appropriate to text; or
identifying any significant changes in character or setting over time.
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.1: Explain or support logical predications (e.g. provide evidence from text to explain why something is
likely to happen next).
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.2: Describe character’s traits motivation, or interactions, citing thoughts, words or actions that reveal
characters’ traits, motivations or their changes over time.
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.3: Make inferences about cause/effect external conflicts (e.g. person versus person, person versus
nature/society/fate), or the relationship among elements within text (e.g. how the historical era influences the characters’
actions or thinking.
R:LT:(6/7/8):2.4: Explain how the narrator’s point of view affects the reader’s interpretation.

Writing Standards addressed:

W:SL:(6/7/8):1.1: Use varied sentence length and structure to enhance meaning.
W:SL:(6/7/8):1.2: Use the paragraph form, including indenting, main idea.
W:SL:(6/7/8):1.3: Recognize organizational structures within paragraphs or within texts. Examples of text structures:
description, sequence, chronology, proposition/support, compare/contrast, problem / solution.
W:SL:(6/7/8):1.4: Apply a type of writing (format and text structure) appropriate to the purpose of the writing.
W:RC:(6/7/8):1.1: Select appropriate information and summarize key ideas to set context.
W:RC:(6/7/8):1.3: Connect what has been read (plot/ideas/concepts) to prior knowledge, other texts, or the broader
world of ideas, by referring to and explaining relevant ideas.
W:RC:(6/7/8):2.1: State and maintain a purpose, judgment, or point of view when responding to a question.
W:RC:(6/7/8):2.2: Make inferences about the relationship(s) among content, events, characters, setting, theme, bias,
or point of view.
W:RC:(6/7/8):2.3: Use specific details and references to text or relevant citations to support focus or judgment.
W:RC: (6/7/8):2.4: Organize ideas, using transitional words/phrases and writing a conclusion that provides closure

ICT Standards addressed:

Creativity and Innovation: Students use technology to demonstrate creative thinking and develop new products.

Examples include students expressing themselves, exploring systems using models and simulations or identifying trends.
Communication and Collaboration: Students use technology to collaborate and communicate with others locally and
globally.
Research and Information Fluency: Students apply technology to gather, evaluate, and use information. Examples
include search engines, online databases, surveys, or RSS feeds.
Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making: Students use technology and critical thinking skills to
identify problems, create methods of investigation, collect data, and make informed decisions based on findings.
Digital Citizenship: Students understand cultural and societal issues related to technology and practice legal and ethical
use.
Goal 2: To teach students the difference between apathy and empathy.
2A) Students will explore the definitions of apathy and empathy through literature, writing and writing samples,
photographs, and video.

Reading Standards addressed:

R:V:6.1: Students identify the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary by using strategies to unlock meaning (e.g., knowledge
of word structure, including prefixes/suffixes and base words; or context clues; or other resources, such as dictionaries,
glossaries, thesaurus; or prior knowledge).
R:V:6/7/8:3.1: Identify synonyms, antonyms, homonyms/homophones, or shade of meaning.
R:V:6/7/8:3.2: Select appropriate words or explain the use of words in context, including content specific vocabulary,
words with multiple meanings, or precise vocabulary.

ICT Standards addressed:

Creativity and Innovation: Students use technology to demonstrate creative thinking and develop new products.

Examples include students expressing themselves, exploring systems using models and simulations or identifying trends.

Communication and Collaboration: Students use technology to collaborate and communicate with others locally and

globally.

Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making: Students use technology and critical thinking skills to

identify problems, create methods of investigation, collect data, and make informed decisions based on findings.
Goal 3: To explore ways to act on social injustices to promote change.

3A) Using community resources, students will identify ways to act on social injustices.
3B) Using interactive technologies (interactive whiteboards, document cameras, LCD projectors, digital photography and
video, etc), students will share their insights of social injustices and how they can “be the change they see in the world.”

Reading Standards addressed:

R:IT:(6/7/8):7.1a: Obtaining information from text features (e.g., table of contents, glossary, index, transition words
/phrases, bold or italicized text, headings, subheadings, graphic organizers, charts, graphs, or illustrations).
R:IT:(6/7/8):7.2: Using information from the text to answer questions related to main/central ideas or key details.
R:IT:(6/7/8):7.3: Organizing information to show understanding (e.g., representing main/central ideas or details within
text through charting, mapping, paraphrasing, summarizing, or comparing/contrasting).
R:IT:(6/7/8):8.2: Synthesizing information within or across text(s) (e.g., constructing appropriate titles; or formulating
assertions or controlling ideas.
R:IT:(6/7/8):8.4: Distinguishing fact from opinion, and identifying possible bias/propaganda.
R:IT:(6/7/8):8.5: Making inferences about causes or effects.

R:B:(6/7/8):3.1:
R:B:(6/7/8):3.2:
R:B:(6/7/8):3.3:
R:B:(6/7/8):3.4:

Identifying potential sources of information.
Evaluating information presented in terms of relevance.
Gathering, organizing, analyzing, and interpreting the information.
Using evidence to support conclusions.

Writing Standards addressed:

W:SL:(6/7/8):1.1: Use varied sentence length and structure to enhance meaning.
W:SL:(6/7/8):1.2: Use the paragraph form, including indenting, main idea.
W:SL: (6/7/8):1.3: Recognize organizational structures within paragraphs or within texts. Examples of text structures:
description, sequence, chronology, proposition/support, compare/contrast, problem / solution.
W:SL: (6/7/8):1.4: Apply a type of writing (format and text structure) appropriate to the purpose of the writing.
W:RC: (6/7/8):1.1: Select appropriate information and summarize key ideas to set context.
W:RC: (6/7/8):1.3: Connect what has been read (plot/ideas/concepts) to prior knowledge, other texts, or the broader
world of ideas, by referring to and explaining relevant ideas.
W:RC: (6/7/8):2.1: State and maintain a purpose, judgment, or point of view when responding to a question.
W:RC: (6/7/8):2.2: Make inferences about the relationship(s) among content, events, characters, setting, theme, bias,
or point of view.
W:RC: (6/7/8):2.3: Use specific details and references to text or relevant citations to support focus or judgment.
W:RC: (6/7/8):2.4: Organize ideas, using transitional words/phrases and writing a conclusion that provides closure.

W:OC: (6/7/8):2.1: Exhibiting logical organization and language use, appropriate to
audience, context, and purpose.
W:OC: (6/7/8):2.2: Maintaining a consistent focus.
W:OC: (6/7/8):2.4: Effectively responding to audience questions and feedback.
W:OC: (6/7/8):2.5: Using a variety of strategies of address.
ICT Standards addressed:

Creativity and Innovation: Students use technology to demonstrate creative thinking and develop new products.

Examples include students expressing themselves, exploring systems using models and simulations or identifying trends.
Communication and Collaboration: Students use technology to collaborate and communicate with others locally and
globally.
Research and Information Fluency: Students apply technology to gather, evaluate, and use information. Examples
include search engines, online databases, surveys, or RSS feeds.
Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making: Students use technology and critical thinking skills to
identify problems, create methods of investigation, collect data, and make informed decisions based on findings.
Digital Citizenship: Students understand cultural and societal issues related to technology and practice legal and ethical
use.
Technology Operations and Concepts: Students use applications effectively and can demonstrate how to name,
move, paste, convert files, and folders. Students also use strategies to effectively troubleshoot problems.

